Abstruct-We present an algorithm that integrates multiple region segmentation maps and edge maps. It operates independently of image sources and specific region-segmentation or edge-detection techniques. User-specified weights and the arbitrary mixing of regiodedge maps are allowed. The integration algorithm enables multiple edge detectionlregion segmentation modules to work in parallel as front ends. The solution procedure consists of three steps. A maximum likelihood estimator provides initial solutions to the positions of edge pixels from various inputs. An iterative procedure using only local information (without edge tracing) then minimizes the contour curvature. Finally, regions are merged to guarantee that each region is large and compact. The channel-resolution width controls the spatial scope of the initial estimation and contour smoothing to facilitate multiscale processing. Experimental results are demonstrated using data from different types of sensors and processing techniques. The results show an improvement over individual inputs and a strong resemblance to human-generated segmentation.
I. INTRODUCTION GOOD segmentation is vital to various image analysis
A tasks. However, a good image segmentation is not always achievable by using a single technique across a wide range of sensing modalities and image contents. When different segmentation techniques are applied to images acquired through multiple sensing modalities (Fig. l) , different segmentation maps are generated (Fig. 2) . One has to resolve the differences between all such segmentation maps to benefit from the rich information provided by various sources. Information integration is a suitable approach to enhance system performance by verifying cues from one source to another. It is also necessary because the information loss during the image acquisition process is significant. The consistent information from different sources should reinforce one another while the contradictory parts of the information, either noise or errors, Ladar V e loci t y Thermal should attenuate one another. Essentially, the signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced through information integration. Improved results in image segmentation and analysis due to information integration are reported in [1]- [5] .
In this paper, we report an algorithm developed to integrate both region and edge information without the intervention of high-level knowledge. These segmentations may be derived 0162 NO. 12, DECEMBER 1993 from different sensing modalities, segmentation techniques, and control parameters. The developed algorithm operates independently of the problem domains, the segmentation techniques, and any combination of edge and region maps. The integration algorithm generates a consensus of the true underlying segmentation from multiple observations. Therefore, the basic task of the proposed integration algorithm is estimation. Since the original images ( Fig. 1) are not required during the operation, various segmentation techniques can work in parallel as the front end of the integration module, and the segmentation modules can work with the integration module in a pipeline fashion. Our algorithm achieves promising results based on the above-mentioned criteria. Furthermore, it allows the flexibility of user-specified weights on different information sources since information from different channels is not equally reliable. Early results of this algorithm were reported in [6] .
Section 11 reviews related literature, and Section 111 provides the formulation of the underlying problem as an optimization problem. Sections IV, V, and VI address the algorithm design after the original problem is decomposed into three subproblems. Section VI1 reports the implementation and the results, and compares the proposed algorithm with similar works. Finally, Section VI11 summarizes the work.
RELATED WORKS
Most research on the subject of integrating edge and region information falls into four categories: 1) techniques using highlevel knowledge, 2) algorithms based on pixel-wise Booleanlogic operations, 3) algorithms for specific imaging modalities or segmentation techniques, and 4) approaches using a priori information and probabilistic models. High-level knowledge is applied to segmentation [7] and shape extraction [8] with some success. Research literature has not discussed knowledgeguided integration of multiple segmentation maps. However, a high-level approach to regiodedge integration has to assume some knowledge of the contents of the images, and usually becomes domain-dependent for this reason. In this paper, we do not consider the knowledge-based approach. The paper does not consider the fusion of gray level information, such as that in [9] , since it does not provide cues for segmentation.
Pixel-wise Boolean-logic operation as a strategy of integration is computationally inexpensive and easy to implement.
In [l] , pixel-wise Boolean-AND operations are used to confirm target positions from laser radar and infrared images. Edge information is used together with region segmentation techniques in [lo] . In [ll] , an edge operator is applied only at pixels on the zero-crossings contour of the Laplacianof-Gaussian operation result to save computation. However, using the AND operator usually generates fragmented edge patterns, while using the OR operator tends to generate spurious edge patterns. In general, the more segmentation maps are integrated at one time, the worse the results become. Besides, this approach cannot address such important issues as edge contour connectivity, contour smoothness, and the weights on different information sources.
The integration algorithms designed for specific segmentation algorithms are usually effective because of the closer cooperation between the segmentation and the integration modules. Edge and gray-level information from infrared images are used jointly for target extraction in [2] . Some researchers [12]- [14] use edge detection techniques to refine the results of region segmentation, or vice versa. In [12] , the edge detection threshold is adjusted to generate a prefixed number of regions in a feedback control loop. In [13] , images are segmented by split-and-merge based on quadtree decomposition. The second stage uses objective function to detect and remove artifacts generated by the quadtree segmentation method. In [14] , edge information is used in a relaxation format to refine region segmentation generated by partitioning the co-occurrence matrix. These algorithms [2], [ 121-[ 141 require the presence of the original images. In addition, these algorithms have strong links to specific segmentation algorithms and the corresponding data structures. Strictly speaking, these algorithms are segmentation algorithms using more than one processing technique instead of the independent integration algorithms that can use information from front-end modules. Besides, these algorithms do not consider multiple segmentation maps as input, let alone allow weights on the input.
The probabilistic approach usually has a neat mathematical formulation and provable optimality. This technique assumes a priori information. The result is a map of edge-likelihood measures without considering edge connectivity. However, real-world images never match well to closed-form probability distributions. The a priori information is difficult to obtain, if not impossible. None of the three works considers contour continuity and smoothness; nor do they consider region size and compactness. The inability to account for these factors is a serious disadvantage for any integration algorithm used for region-based image analysis.
The proposed algorithm differs from all of the four approaches cited above in computational strategies, flexibility, and controllability. The proposed algorithm operates independently of sensing modalities and processing techniques. It allows user-specified weights to emphasize more reliable information sources. A user can select a proper fusion radius to dictate the scope of information fusion. Both region and edge maps are allowed in its operation. Contour connectivity and smoothing are given proper attention such that the output of this integration module can be used by high-level interpretation-oriented modules. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is assumed that a true region contour map exists as the signal source. The signal is contaminated by various noise sources of different characteristics during the process of image acquisition, preprocessing, and segmentation. The objective of the integration module is to recover the original contour map from multiple contaminated copies using minimal knowledge about the signal and noise sources. Section 111-A summarizes the architecture and features of the proposed integration algorithm, whereas Section 111-B presents the operational strategy of the algorithm.
This work uses only the contour (position and length), the size, and the neighboring relationship attributes of regions. We do not use other regional information because that would require the integration module to know about the construction of the front-end (region-growing-based) segmentation algorithms and about their operational results before a contour is generated. If a region-based segmentation algorithm can provide a contrast measure (e.g., difference in average intensity between regions A and B), then this information can be incorporated as edge strength, too. From another perspective, only the region information related to edges can be integrated with edge information. Apparently, not all attributes of regions can be utilized in this manner.
A. System Paradigm, Features, and Requirements
The proposed integration algorithm generates an edge map from all input segmentation maps. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the entire algorithm. The resultant edge map may then be converted to a region segmentation map considering only closed edge contours if needed. Additional constraints can be applied to the properties of the resultant regions. The integration process before the final output, however, is independent of a particular domain. Since the output of this integration module is to be used by a region-based image interpretation module [4] , [5] , we are more concerned with the properties of regions.
The input data sets are assumed to have the following properties: 1) all source images are registered (i.e., they cover the same solid angle) before they are processed. However, how they are generated is not known. The original images are not used in the integration process. 2) All pixels on region contours are assumed to have an edge-strength value of 1.0. The edge strengths for noncontour pixels are zero. All pixels in an edge map have a strength in the range of [O.O, 1.01. Edge strength is considered as the precision of observations. The input may contain edge segments that are not closed. Hereafter, we consider all the input maps as edge maps without losing generality.
3) The observation noise sources are independent, zero-mean, additive Gaussian. The noise processes are independent from channel to channel and from pixel to pixel. In reality, there is no definitive evidence that the noise sources are Gaussian. However, the Central Limit Theorem indicates that the accumulated effects of various noise sources, all with unknown characteristics, are best modeled by a Gaussian source. 4) No other a priori information is available, and no higher-level (semantic) knowledge is used.
The output should satisfy the following properties: 1) the output is a negotiated result from the input data set (the fidelity criterion) rather than a selection from them. The scope of the data fusion should be controlled by the fusion radius.
2 ) The region contours are smoothed (the smoothness criterion) subject to the fusion radius.
3) The edge contour generated as output is single pixel wide, without redundant contour connectivity. 4) Edge pixels connected in the input sets should remain connected in the output set (the connectivity constraint). 5 ) All regions are larger than a size threshold (the region-size constraint). 6 ) All regions are more compact than a compactness threshold (the contour-compactness constraint). The compactness is defined as the square of region contour length divided by region area. Constraints 5 and 6 are posted by the image interpretation system that uses the integration result. Only the constraints on region size and compactness are considered in this work. However, various constraints can be specified depending on the problem domains and the processing needs after the integration (Section VI). Both the initial estimation of contours and the curve smoothing stage should use only local information and should be controlled by a spatial parameter.
Several control parameters provide the necessary flexibility for the system. 1) The fusion radius (size of local windows) A is specified in pixels. The role of X is similar to that of (T as the channel width in the multiple channel resolution concept [18] . 2) The weighting factors for each map are given, and the weights are applied to all pixels in the associated input maps. If weights on the individual pixel positions are given (as a map of weights), then the weights are applied pixel by pixel. The paper is not concerned with how the weights are determined.
3) The thresholds on region size and compactness are determined by the application context.
B. Strategy: Multistage Optimization
Based on the specifications on inputloutput conditions, the regionledge integration problem is decomposed into three major subproblems. The first subproblem (estimation) is to estimate the true region contours from given multiple observations. The second subproblem involves region contour smoothing. The third subproblem (constraint satisfaction) is
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to satisfy additional nonnegotiable constraints on integration output according to the application context. Since the three subproblems are related, an ideal solution should formulate the three as a single problem.
Therefore, the integration problem is formulated as: Given several sets of edge pixels and associated weights, solve for another set of edge pixels representing all input sets and exhibiting certain properties. Let I denote the set of all input edge pixels and 0 denote the set of output edge pixels. In addition, let C,(.) denote the cost function of estimation error for a single input edge pixel, and denote Cs(.) the smoothing cost for an output edge pixel. Based on the kind of constraints posted in the above-mentioned context, an objective function to be minimized can be described in the form of different ways to pursue a multistage, suboptimal solution. The authors do not claim to have found the best one, however.
IV. THE INITIAL ESTIMATION
The objective of the initial estimation stage is to estimate the true positions of edge contours from multiple observations while maintaining the estimation results in connected contours. All region segmentation maps are converted to edge maps for operational purpose. This study chooses the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [20] , [21] as the estimation strategy because it requires minimal a priori information and easily incorporates user-supplied weights on information sources. Therefore, we are trying to minimize Ce(Ti,Pi) (2) Ce(Ti)+ 1 CJQ~)
with additional constraints on a) contour connectivity (Section subject to such additional constraints as contour connectivity, region size, region compactness, single-width contour in the solution set, etc. The last several constraints are nonnegotiable. Therefore, they are not contained in the summation of the estimation cost and the smoothing cost. A complete specification of (1) is very tedious and hard to describe in a pure symbolic form.
The first term in (1) is a fidelity term. It ensures that the solution is a negotiated result from all the inputs, and the output is a sufficient representative of the input data. Ce(Ti) is the estimation cost due to an input edge pixel Ti. Some criterion has to be chosen before optimization begins. The second term in (1) is a smoothness term. It minimizes the jaggedness of the resultant edge patterns to favor long straight edges. As a result, a minimal number of the edge pixels in the output set are preferred. Cs(Qj) is the cost of curve smoothness at a point Q j and is usually defined as n2(Qj) in the continuous case, where K. is the local curvature (in [13]) or high-order derivatives (in [19] ). In the discrete case, some complications exist (Section V).
The objective function in (1) is difficult to optimize analytically for two reasons. First, the number of pixels in the solution set is unknown or changing until the integration is complete. Therefore, the formulation in (1) is a mixed detection-estimation problem. Second, the additional constraints on contour connectivity and region properties are unnegotiable constraints that must be satisfied. These factors introduce strong nonlinearity into the system and prevent a clean analytical solution. One can certainly quantify the constraints on region size, contour compactness, etc., into additional terms in (l) , but that would not make the function easier to optimize.
Consequently, we propose a solution procedure that decomposes the original formulation into three stages to pursue a suboptimal solution. The first stage is an estimator that generates an initial solution and minimizes the fidelity term -.
IV-B) and b) single-pixel output contour. T i (the observation)
is assumed to be a contaminated version of Pi. It is not unusual that P i may be equal to Pj when i # j .
For the operational purpose, mle is reduced to a weighted average format under suitable assumptions (refer to the Appendix). In other words, for a set of independent observations zi's, the mle estimate of the edge element s is given by
(3)
Note that the mle result S M L E derived in (3) also minimizes
The exact format of the cost function Ce(.) becomes less important because the optimal estimators for a wide class of cost functions, under proper assumptions, are eventually the same [20] , [21] .
The mle process is a point process. It has no built-in ability to deal with the contour connectivity between edge pixels. It is possible that the mle solutions for two connecting edge pixels are disconnected. Therefore, a pixel-by-pixel mle is used to estimate the positions of edge elements as a first step (Section IV-A). Because the estimation process for each edge pixel is independently computed, a parallel implementation is possible. The contour connectivity is enforced in the second step (Section IV-B).
The formulation in (2) is similar to those of clustering and vector quantization in the sense that the number of elements in the output set is not fixed. The difference is that we require that Pi be connected to Pj if T i is connected to Tj (the connectivity constraint). If P i and P j are not connected when they should be, then this constraint will add in edge pixels to connect P i and Pj. The edge pixels added for this purpose do not have a direct correspondence to input edge pixels or their mle results.
(Section IV). The second stage employs a potential-energy model to minimize the smoothness term iteratively (Section V). The third stage checks the unnegotiable constraints and merges regions that violate such constraints (Section VI). There are
A* The Search
The mle formulation and computation are straightforward once all the samples for an observed variable have been determined. It is necessary but sometimes difficult to determine which samples (edge pixels on input maps) should be considered in the estimation for a particular output (edge pixels on the output map). The difficulty is that no a priori information exists to determine the scope of the sample collection. Crossvalidation [ 191 is computationally expensive. Including all samples does not seem to be reasonable, especially for large images. The desirable approach should employ some sort of local consistency or clustering-based data localization.
The authors propose to use a user-selectable parameter, A, the fusion radius, to determine the radius of a search circle (SC). Samples located within a search circle are considered as relevant for a potential true edge pixel. Within each SC, for every input set i , the edge pixel from the input edge map i closest to the center of the SC is collected into a sample set (Fig. 4) . If more than one edge pixel from any set i satisfies the criterion of the shortest distance, then all of them are collected as observation samples. Using a larger X allows the merger of edge contours with larger distances between them. In addition, smoother edge patterns are generated because overlapping SC's contain mostly the same samples. After the mle solution is found from a sample set (by (3)), a verification is performed. Any sample edge pixels more than X away from the mle solution are removed from the set. If there is such a removal, the mle solution is recalculated until no more samples are rejected.
Note that an SC does not always have an edge pixel at its center. In addition, the mle solution derived from an SC may not always be an edge pixel in the input set. Therefore, the mle result is a negotiation among all samples rather than a selection among all the samples. Note that each input edge pixel may be involved in multiple SC's. In other words, for each T; E I , there are multiple candidates for its uncontaminated value Pi.
The SC that involves the most samples (or highest total edge strength if weighting is used) is selected. This mechanism maps each input edge pixel Ti to the mle solution close to T i (within A) and supported by the largest (or heaviest) local sample set. Thus, both local consistency and channel resolution are incorporated into the solution.
Consequently, neighboring edge segments with a distance of less than 2X (likely to be generated from a single contour by different noise processes) would generate a resultant edge located in between the two input edge segments. In Fig. 5 , the result from the SC centered at C overrides the results from SC's A and B centered at the two edge pixels PI and P2, respectively. Note that SC C collects samples from both input edges while A and B collect samples from only one of the input edges. The result from the SC at C dominates even though the SC at A is processed first. All subsequent references to the SC's A and B, as well as to the mle solutions determined by A and B, are mapped to the SC at point C and its mle solution. In comparison, the mle solutions generated by SC's A and B (and SC's centered along the two input edges)
will not appear in the output set.
B. Connectivity
After the pixel-by-pixel mle is performed, the resultant edge pixels in the solution set may not be fully connected. The gaps usually occur at junction points where two or more edge segments join (Fig. 6 ). Among many different ways to deal with the situation, the key is to preserve the junction structure. A heuristic approach is to connect every isolated pixel to its nearest neighbor. However, this does not guarantee that connected edge pixels will generate connected mle results. Besides, the connectivity in the input segmentation maps is not consulted as it should be.
The proposed algorithm enforces a linear connection between the mle solutions generated by two SC's if a) the centers of two SC's are adjacent, and b) the centers of both are edge pixels in the input maps. Sometimes there is more than one candidate to enforce the linear connectivity. The selection rules operate in the following order of priority: a) The result from an SC containing the largest total weight on samples is selected. Thus, the connectivity in a heavier weighted input dominates the edge connectivity in the output. b) The centroid of the mappings of all neighboring SC's is calculated if none of them dominate. The SC whose mapping is closer to this centroid is selected. The principle behind these rules is to respect observation precision (in the form of weights) and local consistency. and PP,+1 for edge pixels P, 's in the 3 x 3 neighborhood of point P. Therefore, one might expect to define C,(P) as
C. Procedure

1) Edge Map Preparation--All
where IC is the number of connected neighbors of the central pixel P. The optimal solution in this formulation is the point that results in O1 = O2 = . . . = Ok. However, there is no analytical solution to find such a point, especially when the two additional constraints in (5) are applied. Therefore, this approach is considered as inoperable and hence abandoned.
A. Iterative Optimization
In response to the above concerns, we have designed an iterative optimization technique. A spring-and-node model is chosen to solve the contour smoothing problem through iteration. At the start of the smoothing stage, each edge pixel is represented as a node. Neighboring nodes are connected by springs. The driving forces are generated by the springs, and they push the nodes into positions that minimize the total potential energy stored within the springs (Fig. 7) . The connected-neighbor constraint and the finite-drifi constraint act as additional springs to restrict the motion of a pixel. Then the nodes are released from their initial positions to move freely subject to the spring forces.
The springs will force the central node to move to the centroid of all its connected neighbors such that the net force is zero and the stored potential energy is also minimized. Note that the centroid of all neighbors is also the MMSE solution of minimizing dzst2(P,, Pa). When k = 2 (no contour junction), the centroid solution guarantees that the three nodes are collinear and also minimizes the energy defined in (6).
Therefore, the definition of Cs(.) must consider more than two neighbors. In addition, it is preferred not to involve angles directly. The resultant function form can be considered as a generalization of the energy function used in the Snake [22, eq. (13)]). We define the resultant energy function for curve smoothing as
Iva -vz,j12
where v i is a vector form of ( x a , y , ) (the coordinates of Pa), and V , ,~' S are the neighbors connected to v,. Va,k+l is wrapped back to VQ. Because every node is moving at the same time, the centroid solution has to be applied repetitively until it converges. The a,'s and Pt7s at all points P,'s are assumed to be equal to (Y and P, respectively. The a term is proportional to the potential energy from the stretch of the springs. The P term is the smoothness term and corresponds to the bending energy of the springs. The centroid solution must satisfy the two constraints as specified in (5) . Otherwise, a smaller step size is chosen along the same orientation. The verification of step size is repeated until the determined step size is too small (< E) or until the two constraints are satisfied. The same operation procedure is applied to every pixel on the input edge map. The process is iterated until no pixel changes its integer (grid) coordinates, and the maximal drift of pixel positions is smaller than E (set to 0.1 pixel in our implementation). The exceptions are the nodes originally on the image frame boundaries. These nodes are allowed to drift only along the image frame boundary. The purpose is to make sure that separate regions at the input stage remain separate during the contour smoothing stage. If two or more nodes are located at the same grid position, only one needs to be represented in the output. Since each node and its neighborhood can be operated independently, this stage also can take the advantage of parallel processing. One has to watch for oscillations, however. The procedure can be described in the following pseudo code:
input P j ; I* input data set: the mle output after thinning */ is not the centroid of all the k connected neighbors. However, the centroid P, and Po are usually so close that after the quantization to integer coordinates, P, and Po almost always fall on the same coordinates. Besides, when the summation in (7) approaches its theoretical minimum, all the k neighboring nodes must be on a circle surrounding the central node with equal spanning angle-exactly the same geometric configuration required in (6).
After the contour smoothing stage, we have an edge map with smoothed edge segments which do not always form closed contours. If an edge map is the desired output, the algorithm stops here. Otherwise, the edge map is converted into a region map by region growing from non-edge pixels. Consequently, dangling edge segments are removed. Regions that do not satisfy the output specifications are merged with their neighbors. Two constraints are used in our implementation: a) the contour compactness constraint, and b) the region size constraint. The two constraints are essential in practical situations, since the interpretation of very small regions in an image is usually unreliable. These two thresholds are set according to the needs of the application domain.
The problem is to determine the neighbor with which to merge. One may consider the following criteria: the length
B. Procedure
In each iteration, each node is moved to the centroid of its neighboring nodes with spring connections. A step size is determined as the displacement necessary to move an individual node to its target position. However, the step sizes (9) where R, is the region to be eliminated, and R, is the neighborhood region under merger consideration. The neighbor with the highest value of this objective function is chosen. In other words, the selection favors neighboring regions with long shared contours, small sizes, and weak separation strengths. The following summarizes the operation procedure for this stage:
Region map generation-Regions are built from nonedge pixels (whose edge strengths are zero). Optionally, very small regions (smaller than 10% of the region size threshold) are immediately marked off without merging into their neighbors to accelerate the merging process. The holes thus generated are covered in step 4. Information of the neighboring regions and of the neighborhood relationships is recorded so as to compute the merit function in (9) . Detection of the violations-Segments too small or not compact enough are marked for merger with their neighbors. Threshold values on minimal region size and compactness ratios have to be supplied by the user, or possibly by a high-level image analysis module. If additional constraints are desired, they are all applied at this stage to mark the regions to be eliminated. Selection of a merger partner-consider a region R, to be eliminated. A search is conducted among all its neighboring regions to select an R, that maximizes the merit function. In practice, a more complicated merit function or a multistage decision strategy can be used to select a suitable neighbor. Merge the two regions and update all data tables. Loop through steps 2 and 3 until no segment violates the constraints. Post-processing-All regions are extended to their exterior until all pixels on the image plane are covered. Note that this constraint satisfaction stage is devoted mostly to checking the properties of the resultant regions derived from the integration. The task of selecting two regions to merge is a well-studied topic in region-based segmentation. Therefore, many known criteria and attributes can be applied at this stage. The merit function in (9) can be designed to incorporate region-oriented attributes. For example, one can use the similarity between the average pixel values within two regions. However, such techniques are usually more contextdependent than the contour information. For example, one can fit planar surfaces to pixel values and then compare the direction of the (fitting) surface normals. Such a technique makes good sense for range images, but it is not very meaningful for thermal images. Obviously, the more specialized the merit function is, the less adaptable it will be toward other problem contexts. This is a typical design compromise one has to face.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
The algorithm is implemented using the C language on an IBM RT PC (~2 . 2 VAX-MIPS) running IBM AIX. The inputs are derived from real laser radar [23] images and corresponding thermal images. The ladar data we use have three registered data channels: range, intensity, and velocity. Fig. 1 presents the four source images for the first example. A single truck heading to the right is shown in a broadside view. Fig. 2(a)-(d) contains the following input maps, repsectively: the surface fitting-based segmentation of range data [3] , the edge detection result from ladar intensity data, the statistics-based segmentation of ladar velocity data [3] , and the threshold-based segmentation of thermal data. Each image has a size of 128 by 256. Note that each input segmentation map has its own problems and merits. Fig. 2(a) and (d) have region contours of a relatively good quality. Fig. 2(b) is missing a major portion of the edges, while Fig. 2(c) is mostly meaningless because the target is not moving.
The segmentation maps are given weights of 4, 1, 1, and 1 for Fig. 2(a), (b) , (c), and (d), respectively. Fig. 8 shows the intermediate result after the mle stage. Fig. 9 shows the intermediate result after the contour smoothing stage. Note the existence of small and noncompact regions in the image plane. Most edge contours have been smoothed, although the contours are not as smooth as one intuitively expects because of the finite-drift constraint. Fig. 10 shows the result after asserting the constraints on region size and compactness. Small regions have been eliminated. Note that stronger edges in Fig.  9 usually survived the constraint satisfaction stage. The result may be sent into the curvature minimization stage to further smooth the edge contour. However, the resultant change is usually unnoticeable. Fig. 11 shows the result of the integration using the same weighting factors but now with X = 4. Fig. 12 shows four integration results (all with X = 2). For the picture denoted as intensity dominates, the edge map derived from the ladar intensity image receives the strongest emphasis. The weights are now 1, 4, 1, and 1. Similar emphasis factors are applied to thermal and velocity segmentation maps. The result of emphasizing the velocity segmentation is particularly encouraging because the emphasized velocity segmentation misses the mark completely. The integration algorithm relies on information from the other three sources to derive the result.
Ladar Range
Ladar Intensity Ladar Velocity Thermal 
Range Contour Intensity Edge
Velocity Contour Thermal Contour Fig. 15 shows the four integration results with X = 2 and the same weighting factor as used in the first example.
The effects of different weights on input segmentation maps are consistent with expectations. All the integration results are similar while they have different control parameters and fusion radii. This demonstrates the robustness of the proposed algorithm. The integration results will further improve when better regionledge maps are used. If weights on individual information sources are given properly (for example, based on past evaluations of individual segmentation techniques), the result also improves. The CPU time for X = 2 cases averages to 90 seconds, while the X = 4 cases average to 130 seconds. From 20% to 30% of the CPU time is spemt on the contour smoothing stage. Using a smaller E significantly increases the CPU usage for contour smoothing but generates indistinguishable results.
Discussion
The very first issue in the estimation process is toid-determine which variable to estimate. It is difficult to estimate directly to which region an individual pixel belongs. Although one of the authors' previous work attempted a direct approach by intersecting two region maps, it could incorporate neither edge information nor user-supplied weighting [3] . One approach is to treat the entire image plane as a single array variable. The formulation might be terse, but the computation is formidable. Another approach is to estimate an array of the edge pixel positions as a vector variable. Because the number of edge pixels in the solution set is unknown, the size of the matrices cannot be fixed. In addition, the contour connectivity is difficult to represent directly in a matrix of pixel positions. Therefore, in this work, the estimation is aimed at attributes (position and strength) of edge pixels.
In many interpretation schemes, linear features and rectangular regions are important cues [24] . Additional constraints can all be implemented in the constraint satisfaction stage to preserve the desirable features. Of course, the merit function should be adjusted accordingly, and they can be much more complicated than the one in (9) for more delicate control. Nevertheless, the first two stages (estimation and smoothing) can remain unchanged and independent of the problem context. There will be cases where a simple merit function based solely on low-level information becomes unsatisfactory. However, this scenario is common in all bottom-up strategies that do not use high-level knowledge. One approach is to put the domain-dependent knowledge directly into the segmentation and integration modules, as in [7] . Another approach is to maintain the low-level modules as domain-independent as possible, while leaving the adaptation (to individual problem contexts) to the high-level modules through a feedback loop, as in [24] . This work differs significantly from that of Pavlidis and Liow [13] in several ways. First, their algorithm needs the original intensity images while ours does not. Second, the objective function in [ 131 is designed specifically to eliminate the artifacts generated by the quadtree-based segmentation algorithm. The segmentation algorithm is fixed, hence it restricts the design of the integration algorithm. In contrast, our algorithm is independent of the segmentation techniques.
Third, it is not clear how user-specified weights and multiple segmentation maps from other techniques can be incorporated into their scheme. Finally, contour smoothing in their work requires repeated tracing through edge contours sequentially. No particular energy model for contour smoothing is considered in [13] . The focus of its smoothing stage is to stretch near-linear segments to linear segments where the intensity gradients are small. Higher order curves or strong edges remain intact (in [13, table 111 ). In contrast, our algorithm prefers compact region contours (subject to certain constraints).
Higher order curves, e.g., splines, may be used to link or to smooth edge contours, but more computation is needed. For example, one can fit a spline through several edge pixels to form an edge pattern. However, before the connectivity issue is resolved, it is hard to determine which pixel positions should be linked by the fitting curve. In comparison, each time the linear connection is enforced in the proposed algorithm, the length of the linear connection is guaranteed to be shorter than 2X, while X is usually small. (The examples in Section VI1 use 2 and 4 pixels for A). Since the positions of the output edge pixels have to be quantized to integer coordinates, the potential benefit of using higher order contour interpolation for enforcing contour connectivity and the final smoothing is not significant.
The results in [16] are similar to those in [15] and both use the weighted average form for solution. The weights are determined by the standard deviations of observation noise in a generalized vector format, similar to that in equation (3) . All test samples are used in [16] without considering the observation consistency or the fusion radius. Therefore, the question is still unresolved as which edge pixels from which input data set should participate in the estimation. Sher's result [17] is also in the form of a weighted average under certain assumptions (in [17, eq. (7)]) on input values, which are edge likelihood measurements. The weights are the probability for an input channel to make correct estimations. Reference [17] does not consider either figural continuity or contour smoothness. In contrast, our algorithm specifically considers continuity and does not use a priori information.
One interesting question is how much smoothing is necessary after the mle stage. For problems such as curvature estimation, which need contours with good analytical properties, [19] provides an analytical approach. It proposes an objective function for curve smoothing containing two terms (in [19, eq. (l) 
. n For the task of curve smoothing, our objective function for smoothing (equation (5)) is equivalent to changing the first term in (10) from the MSE criterion to the finite-drift constraint, and drops the term from the analytical expression. Therefore, it is unnecessary to find an optimal p, as in [19] . This is a trade-off between computational efficiency and the level of accuracy of analytical curve properties needed for a particular task. The algorithm in [19] takes 40 seconds CPU time on a SUN-3/160 using 109 samples on a non-self-crossing contour, while the examples we show have 2200+ edge pixels in an edge map. The smoothing algorithm in [19] has to process noncrossing contour segments one by one, hence, there are potential difficulties at the contour junction points. Finally, all the curve smoothing results have to be quantized to integer coordinates. Therefore, minor differences in the floating-point representation of the pixel positions (hence the precision provided by an optimal smoothing) may become insignificant.
The smoothing mechanism in our work is similar to the work by Kass et al. in [22] (Snake) in the sense that curves are modeled as many individual (but connected) nodes. Iterative incremental changes are then exerted on these nodes. However, there is no real fidelity concern in Snake, while we have to smooth edge contours subject to the mle stage output. We do not consider external forces while it is an important component in Snake. The exception is when the finite-drift constraint or the connected-neighbor constraint is violated. If so, an infinite force is exerted to guarantee that these two hard constraints are satisfied. Snake needs edge tracing to set up an equation system correctly while ours does not. Our approach treats juncture points and nonjuncture points uniformly while Snake deals with only noncrossing contours. Snake also needs the original gray level images to compute the force field, and the force field needs to be updated at every iteration. For the smoothing task, our algorithm is likely to be more efficient. The centroid solution derived from our spring-node model satisfies both the a and , B terms of in [22, eqs. (13) and (14)] by shrinking the length of the springs and reducing the roughness simultaneously. In our model, the balance of forces from neighboring nodes results in a simple local (weighted) average. In contrast, Snake has to solve a large (though sparse) equation system for every pixel at each step. Our system uses only local information and is equivalent to an iterative solution to the equation system in [22, eqs. (15) and (16)] by the explicit method. However, our approach does not need to choose a fixed step size y artificially, as in [22] . Instead, the step size is determined jointly by the spring force and the two hard constraints.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an algorithm that integrates region and edge information to improve region segmentation and edge detection. The algorithm integrates segmentation information derived from different imaging sources and different processing techniques. It operates without intervention from high-level knowledge or the original gray-level images. User-specified weights and mixed types of input maps are allowed. The resultant contours are smoothed within the limit of channel resolution width. The proposed algorithm have been used as the basis of a multisensor image interpretation system [4], [5] using real images of outdoor scenes. The algorithm is efficient and the results are promising.
This work uses maximum likelihood estimation as the estimation strategy. Although a priori information is not considered, it is usually unavailable in practical situations. The algorithm addresses the issue of figural continuity and incorporates this concern into the solution procedure. During the initial estimation process, continuity influences which data points are considered in the weighted average operation. After the initial estimation, the contour connectivity constraint enforces connections between pixels that are originally connected. The curve smoothing stage uses the spring-node model to refine node positions iteratively, subject to the finite-drift and connected-neighbor constraints. The proposed algorithm treats juncture and nonjuncture pixels uniformly. Finally, the algorithm satisfies nonnegotiable constraints on region size and contour compactness if a region map is desired.
The proposed algorithm is not yet another segmentation algorithm. Instead, it is an integration algorithm capable of using all established segmentation algorithms as front ends. Many fast segmentation algorithms (but not necessarily very intelligent) may operate in parallel and then feed their results into the integration module. For example, multiple shapefrom-X techniques can operate in parallel and then have their results integrated. Consequently, the need to design a single superior algorithm for segmentation is much less critical. Since only local information is used in the initial estimation and in the contour smoothing stages, the algorithm may be ported to parallel/distributed computer hardware when the maximum operation speed is required.
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APPENDIX
The basic mle process considers one variable at a time. It is an established result [20], [21] that the mle is the limiting case of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation when the a priori information approaches zero. From the classical MAP equation, "a priori information being zero" could be interpreted as the a priori density being uniformly distributed. In our problem context, this is equivalent to "edge pixels can be anywhere." For cost functions and a posteriori density functions satisfying certain conditions, the MAP result (as well as a class of estimators) is the same as the MMSE result [20],
The following demonstrates a simple case. Given a set of observations of zi = s + ni, the conditional probability distribution of z given s under a set of independent Gaussian noise n (zero-mean, variance 02) is
1211.
When we maximize this expression, we take a logarithm first, then take a partial derivative with respect to s, and finally set the result to zero. Thus we arrive at
The solution is a weighted average of all the input samples as described in (3).
Obviously, observation samples with larger d s receive less weights. Suppose that the estimations of the x and y components are independent, and that the observation noises are independent and Gaussian; then the mle solutions for x and y can be formulated and computed similarly assuming that ozi = vyi = vi for all i. Equations (9) and (30) in [16] mean essentially the same. When the user specifies different weights for different observations of zi 's, this specification is equivalent to claiming a priori knowledge of the ratio between 0;'s. From another point of view, l/o: is equivalent to the combined effects of wi, the user-specified (subjective) weight, and ei, the edge strength at the position Pi. A larger weight (or a stronger edge value) implies a smaller oi and a more precise observation on edge locations.
